
Loss-less data compression

It turns out, that even after the digital signal conditioner and the zero-suppression did their 
job and truncated the signal to its essential part (the well formed pulses), the signal it is 
still redundant. This is due to the nature of the signal generation process and its under-
lying statistics (pulse shape, height and time distribution).
As datavolume is directly related to read-out time and dead time, one cannot afford such 
redundancy. On the other hand, the extra logic needed to compress the data cannot be af-

forded on a channel basis. It is there-
fore put directly in front of the read-
out controller and serves the whole 
chip at once.
Different methods of loss-less data 
compression are studied to com-
press the signal. The results for real 
data as acquired by the ALICE-TPC 
are shown here. Roughly 50% is re-
dundancy.

Dynamic data path

Besides the normal operation of a TPC of 
gathering physics data, the read-out has al-
so to deal with the specific needs of detector 
calibration. The most basic way to do this is 
to disable the zero-suppression and digital 

data processing and to save the raw 
data. Albeit being a solution it 
is certainly not elegant, as it 
asks for a huge data volume.
Typical calibrations only need 
channels, which have a pulse inside. This is the selective read-out.
Sometimes one wants to investigate the signal before the trigger was issued. 

The S-ALTRO features a dynamic data path routing as depicted to benefit 
the most form its building blocks and to cope with the mentioned needs.

Mode 1 shown here is the generic read-out mode, while modes 
2-4 are meant to calibrate different aspects of the detector.

Three-dimensional zero-suppression

The S-ALTRO chip features a three-dimensional approach to zero-suppression. This al-
lows for a) a much better noise rejection, while b) keeping the important features of the si-
gnal. I.e. it reduces the errors of first and second kind, in other words the errors of accep-
ting of noise and rejection of real signal.
The method foreseen is a double thresholding scheme: To be detected as a pulse, a sig-

nal has to have a center pad above a 
“high threshold” and more then a 
“number threshold” of adjacent 
pads above a “low threshold” 
(compare figure). Surrounding 
pads are those within the cube of 
3x3x3 pixels in spacial and time co-
ordinates.

As a single chip “only” hosts 64 channels, the ratio of inner chan-
nels to those on the 
chip boundary is 
quite bad (28 to 36 or 
7 to 9). In order to 
achieve the desired ef-
fect one has to introduce 
inter-chip communica-
tion. As this intercon-
nection requires 2 
lines per border 
pad and direc-
tion, induced noise 
and pin-count are of 
concern. But simulation 
shows that transmitting only 
one signal per border 
yields to similar good re-

sults. This is depic-
ted in the figures on 
the left for a grid of 
10x10 chips. The left 
picture shows the case of full 
interconnection, while the right 
shows, the “border-only” type.

Read-out Network

The picture shows a possible packplane de-
sign for a 4 square millimeter pad TPC. One 

can infer that the key requirements on the 
read-out network are:
๏ fault tolerance (a bord with 

hundreds of chips 
may not fail be-
cause of a single 
chip)

๏ low power consumption
๏ little noise induction
๏ no extra components

The solution proposed is a read-out grid: 
Each chip has four external ports that can 
be used completely independently to commu-
nicate. This is done by a freely configureable fi-
ve-port switch (four external ports plus the chip’s 
core).
The developed protocol allows any kind of data routing 
using any topology of the read-out network. It is steered 
by the read-out controller nodes to minimize the intelli-
gence needed to be included on-chip.
Clearly, a grid is pretty redundant, such that, combined 
with a dynamic routing, single chip failures will not have 
an impact on the system level. Even more, depending on 
the read-out nodes intelligence, it can choose data paths 
such that the overall read-out time is minimised (evacuation theory).

The future TPCs’ signal processing, 
compression and read-out

Magnus Mager – CERN (PH-ESE-FE)
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PANDA
(AntiProton Annihilations at Darmstadt)

Strong Interaction Studies with Antiprotons

PANDA Collaboration

We propose to study fundamental questions of hadron and nuclear physics in interactions of antiprotons
with nucleons and nuclei, using the universal PANDA detector. Gluonic excitations and the physics of
strange and charm quarks will be accessible with unprecedented accuracy thereby allowing high-precision
tests of the strong interaction. The proposed PANDA detector is a state-of-the-art internal target detector
at the HESR at FAIR allowing the detection and identification of neutral and charged particles generated
within the relevant angular and energy range. This task will be shared by the combination of a central
and a forward spectrometer of modular design where both are optimized for the specific kinematics of
the antiproton-nucleon annihilation process.

Digital signal conditioning

Digital signal conditioning is essential. But the only reason to do it on-chip is the necessity 
to perform zero-suppression. Now, a typical signal from a TPC is superimposed with va-
rious systematic and non-systemic “noise”. Examples being the high current jump upon a 
trigger signal that triggers all detectors to start processing or signal induced by opening 
the gating grid in wire chambers. Further the detector response function can have parts 
that extend over long periodes (e.g. “ion tails”). Lastly the chip itself is subject to manufac-
turing process uncertainties and system-level variations (e.g. temperature) leading to va-
rying operation points (i.e. baseline values).
The digital signal conditioning circuit tackles all the mentioned complications by:
๏ correcting the baseline (BC1) by

๏ subtracting a trigger related pattern
๏ subtracting a preprogrammed baseline value
๏ subtracting a self-calculated baseline value

๏ using a fourth order digital filter (DS) to
๏ remove long tails
๏ shape the signal

๏ remove still remaining baseline shifts (BC2)

This way of processing the signal is utilised in the ALTRO chip (used for the ALCIE-TPC) 
and showed to preserve its relevant characteristics (charge and time information) while al-
lowing the zero-suppression to cut away redundant signal very efficiently.
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Figure 4.9: The channel and chip interconnections.

4.6 Inter-Channel & Inter-Chip Communication

The 64 channels of S-ALTRO are logically arranged as a grid. Each channel transmits two infor-
mations to its adjacent channels: if the channel was above threshold and if it detected a pulse.
The first information is transmitted for times T ! 1, T and T + 1, while the latter is only of
importance for time T . This is shown in Fig. 4.9.

Each of the channel’s inputs has two masks that allows to ignore the neighbour’s inputs (making
it zero). This can be used to deal with dead channels in an elegant manner.

Attention should be drawn at the number of signals that cross the chip boundaries. They di!er
from the inter-channel communication in so far as there is only one signal for the threshold: that
at time T ! 1. That is su"cient since the signals at times T and T + 1 can be generated out of
them by the inter-chip switch units.

While all channels are identical, their interconnection cannot be as there are two classes of
channels: Those, that are located in the chip’s core and those on the chip’s border. The latter are
connected to a chip interconnection unit, that connects them in some fashion to the adjacent chip.
In the border region, there is again the class of corner channels. Their connection to the adjacent
chip in diagonal direction is handled individually to allow skipping of an inter-chip communication
in that direction.

As the inter-chip communication has to take place, while acquiring data and therefore could be
a severe noise source, there are three modes of operation foreseen. The are summarised in Tab. 4.2
and di!er in how many lines are used for the inter-chip communication. This allows for maximum
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Chapter 1

Overview and Scope
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Figure 1.1: The ALTRO chip. An overview.

The S-ALTRO is a multi-purpose charge-amplifying, digitising, processing and read-out chip.
It is designed for time projecting chambers (TPCs), but has applications in other high energy
physics (HEP) detectors that have to sample charge signals as well.

It is a further development of its predecessor, the ALTRO1 chip. Although it inherits its main
features, the architecture is much more flexible and further functionality is added.

One S-ALTRO consist out of 64 complete signal acquisition lines (channels) that are run in
parallel. They are logically arranged as a grid and interconnected as such. This allows for a
three-dimensional approach for zero-suppression and the search for “physical pulses”, i. e. a much
more effective glitch rejection (see section 4.5).

A single read-out channel is comprised of three basic functional parts (Fig. 1.1): a charge
sensitive amplifier (CSA); a 10-bit 40 MSPS ADC; a digital circuit that contains a filter for signal
interpolation and noise reduction, the baseline correction and zero suppression and a multiple-
event acquisition memory (MEB). Data are further compressed before being shipped off chip by
a circuit common to all channels.

1.1 Target applications

The S-ALTRO is designed to read-out TPCs. This document focuses on four applications: ILC,
CLIC, LHC and FAIR (listed with their relevant parameters in Tab. 1.1).

1ALTRO: ...
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Target applications’ characteristics

or

The “S-ALTRO” chip

Future experiments aim at very high spacial resolution, requiring pad sizes of the or-
der of a few square millimeters (state-the-art is 4 times 7.5 square millimeters for the 
ALICE-TPC). Besides leading to an increasing data rate, has this severe implications 
on real-estate and power consumption/cooling. Especially the latter points rule out the 
existing chipset based solutions. A single chip including the analog and digital signal 

processing is needed to fulfill the required packing density. 
This led to the development of a new chip – working title “S-
ALTRO”. The chip is supposed to be mounted directly on the 
endplate, as depicted.

Its main features are:
๏ 64 complete channels

๏ programmable charge sensitive amplifier
๏ 10-bit 40 MSPS ADCs

๏ a ring buffer, that allows to position the acquisition window freely with respect to 
the trigger (as in modern oscilloscopes) to allow to acquire data before the trigger

๏ 8k multi acquisition memory per channel (dynamically allocated)
๏ forth order digital signal processor
๏ three dimensional zero-suppression
๏ loss-less data compression
๏ read-out network controller
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Figure 4.17: The S-ALTRO ports.

4.12 Read-out network

Besides the data acquisition, the S-ALTRO serves also the read-out. As the way the S-ALTRO
is meant to be used does not allow for separate read-out chips. Furthermore the density is that
high, that one has to be prepared for errors to occur in manufacturing and during long term
testing/running to be honest.

The S-ALTRO has a 5-port network switch included that allows for arbitrary routing of its four
external buses and its core. This is show schematically here for the switching matrix (Fig. ??),
the ports (Fig. 4.17) and the address decoder (Fig. ??). The addressing method is described in
section 5.2.1 later in this document but a timing diagram of a typical is given here as well, showing
the latency introduced by passing the switch due to the port’s input and output registers.

This switch allows the S-ALTRO to be used on with a network of arbitrary topology. Especially
is it possible to build a read-out network in grid structure. From the point of view of fault tolerance
this is perfect as a faulty chip or bus could just be avoided by dynamical rerouting. Furthermore
the read-out node can have multiple connections to the read-out network and could dynamically
reroute the network in order to minimise the read-out (or evacuation) time.
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Analog signal processing

The analog signal processing is based on a programmable charge sensitive shaping am-
plifier. Besides converting the charge signal into a voltage signal that can be sampled by 
an ADC it also shapes the signal. This step is essential, as raw TPC signals have very 
high bandwidth, extending typically Nyquist frequencies by large factors.

The amplifier circuit was developed at CERN and 
is highly programmable. Its main features are:
๏ programmable peaking time (30, 60, 90 or

120 ns)
๏ programmable amplification gain (12, 15, 19 or 

27 mV/fC)
๏ programmable polarity (allowing it to be used 

for both wire chambers and GEMs)
Measurements of a 16 channel silicon prototype 
are shown here for different settings indicating 
the circuits performance.
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settings of peaking time and conversion gain.

Figure 3.3: Characteristics of the PCA prototype. The missing and “noisy” channels are an
artifact of the set-up used.

used for the EUDET prototype. The figures mainly show that (a) the impulse response function
is very close to theory and we can concentrate on extracted fit parameters further on and (b) that
those are very close to design values. Similar tests were done on a large number of chips showing
similar results and led to the decission to equip the EUDET protype with them, where they are
currently taking data.

All details together with the full characterisation of the prototype chip are given in appendix A.
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used for the EUDET prototype. The figures mainly show that (a) the impulse response function
is very close to theory and we can concentrate on extracted fit parameters further on and (b) that
those are very close to design values. Similar tests were done on a large number of chips showing
similar results and led to the decission to equip the EUDET protype with them, where they are
currently taking data.

All details together with the full characterisation of the prototype chip are given in appendix A.
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Analog to digital conversion

A CERN custom developed high performance, low po-
wer pipelined ADC is used to digitise the signal. Depic-
ted here is a layout of the ADC as it is submitted to MO-
SIS. A first silicon prototype will soon be available, allo-
wing for a full characterisation.

The estimated key features are:
๏ up to 40 MSPS
๏ 10 bit resolution
๏ 2 Vpp differential inputs
๏ 33 mW @ 40 MSPS
๏ 0.7 square millimeters per channel
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Figure 4.8: Functional block diagram of the pulse finder.

4.5 Pulse Finder (PF)

The puls finder implements a puls search around its channel at the current time T in three-
dimensions (two spatial and the time dimenension). The criteria for a pulse are as follows:

• The value of the channel at time T has to exceed a treshold, the so called “high treshold”.

• A number of adjecent values, i. e. those of the adjecent channels whithin the (T − 1)-(T )-
(T + 1)-window have to exceed another threshold, the “low treshold”.

• This number has to exceed a given one, the “treshold n”.

As depicted in Fig. 4.8 this will then generate the “hit found” signal, which is available to the
channels zero suppession unit and multi event buffer, as well as to those of the adjecent channels
via the inter-channel distribution network (see section 4.6).

The different thresholds are set channelwise to cope with possibly different noise characteristica
on the one hand and border effects on the other hand. The latter is of importance if the interchip
connection is not complete, e. g. if they are only connected via one signal as described in the chip
interconnection unit (section 4.6).

Inputs

data in input data

trsh in input of the eight neigbour’s thresholds at times T − 1, T and T + 1.

trsh l low threshold

trsh h high threshold

trsh n threshold on the number of neighbours

Outputs

hit out marks a hit found at time T

trsh out marks the low treshold exceeded at time T + 1
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and it uses variable length codewords. Delta values with high probability of occurrence are allo-
cated short codewords with few bits and delta values with low probability are coded with long
codewords. After encoding the whole set of delta values the average number of bits per symbol
can be smaller than when using fixed length codewords. The quality of the compression depends
on the probabilities of the di!erent delta values.
To separate the di!erent length codewords at the decoder the Hu!man coding uses a prefix free
code. Therefore, the bit stream can be decoded without knowing the length of each codeword.

4.11.2 The performance

To test the quality of the compression algorithm a set of data collected from the Alice TPC mea-
suring cosmic rays is used. This data set contains 10 000 digitized input data vectors each having
15 samples from the signals. A program in MatLab is used to perform the compression algorithm
on this data set and to compare the results with other compression methods.
The input vectors are normalized to the mean of the maximum values. Each input vector is
compared with the reference vectors in the on chip memory and the di!erence of each sample is
calculated to obtain the delta values.
In the next stage the delta values are compressed using Hu!man coding.
Nevertheless, the method proposed above has the following two problems:
The input signals, even when normalized for amplitude, do not all have the same width. There-
fore, a set of four reference vectors with di!erent widths is defined to cover a range of input signal
widths.
Second, the sampling phase of the input signals varies because the time of arrival is not synchro-
nized with the sampling clock. Even when the input signal matches in shape with one of the
reference vectors there can be a phase shift between them. This phase shift causes increased delta
values. To avoid this, the reference vectors are stored with di!erent phases and the best matching
is selected.

Figure 4.15 shows the results of di!erent encoding schemes. The results show that the loss-

Figure 4.15: Comparison of the performance of the compression methods

less vector quantization with one reference vector and Hu!man coded delta values compresses
better than using just the simple Hu!man coding or arithmetic coding. Another aspect is that
the lossless vector quantization method can compress the data set below its entropy. The lossless
vector quantization uses the known shape of the input signal by creating reference vectors and
calculating the delta values. Therefore, the samples are not considered uncorrelated and it is
possible to compress the data set below the entropy. The vector quantization with four reference
vectors and Hu!man coded delta values compresses the measured data set from the ALICE TPC
with a factor of 50%.
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Chapter 2

Acquisition Modes

The acquisition pipelines of all 64 S-ALTRO channels are identical. They consist out of several
functional blocks (which are discussed in detail in chapter 4), that can be arranged in di!erent
ways to serve a wide range of applications. Each arrangement corresponds to a di!erent acquisition
mode.

The generic block diagram of these modules’ interconnection is discussed in the following
section. It allows for many di!erent signal routing of which four selected examples, together with
a possible application each, are presented in a more detailed fashion in sections 2.2–2.5.

2.1 Overview
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Figure 2.1: The generic block diagram of single channel.

The S-ALTRO digital data processing chain consists out of the following modules (which are
described in full detail in chapter 4):

ADC: It samples the data, i. e. is the data source.

Digital Signal Conditioner (DSC): This unit is used to remove any systematics from the
signal and to shape it. Baseline variations are compensated and long signal tails are removed.

Ring Bu!er (RB): It acts as a FIFO, an intermediate memory that allows to save data before
a trigger.
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Figure 2.2: Modes of operation.

Peak or Pulse Finder (PF): It preforms a three dimensional scan for a pulse centred around
a channel.

Zero Suppression (ZS): The signal is suppressed if it is inside a given window, i. e. if it can be
considered to be “base line”.

Data Formatter (DF): The non zero-suppressed blocks are marked with a time-stamp and their
length.

Multi Event Bu!er (MEB): This is the on-chip storage element for acquired data. It serves
as a temporal storage and/or a randomiser.

The generic diagram is shown in Fig. 2.1. The multiplexers shown can be programmed freely,
which results in eight possible data paths (of which not all are useful). Furthermore DSC and ZS
can be programmed to be inactive, which means that they are essentially bypassed (not shown for
the sake of simplicity).

Finally, ZS and MEB can make use of the PF signal, depending on their configuration.

2.2 Mode 1

This is the simples most case and most probably also the most often used case. The data is
digitised, processed, zero-suppressed and stored. The zero suppression unit makes use of the pulse
finder, i. e. preforms a 3D zero-suppression.

This mode requires two external triggers:

• A level zero trigger (L0) starts the acquisition, which will last for the preset acquisition time.
The outcome of the signal processing chain is written into the MEB.

• Upon a level one trigger (L1) the data writton to the MEB is validated. This validation can
happen at any time after the L0, but must have happened before the next L0 since data is
overwritten otherwise.

In view of the future applications, this is the generic configuration. The applications di!er
only in the way how the triggers are generated:

• ILC or CLIC: The spill triggers L0. Most probably it will also trigger the L1, but one could
imagine that some intelligence does this based on other detectors.
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